Though the first five names match Barré's pattern in SAA 2 6:414-465, the logic behind the following divine names in ll. 425-465 is more complicated, and their order looks like no other list of gods, which is why they defied Wiseman's expectations. In particular, the divine names of the warrior god Ninurta and two celestial bodies, the deities Venus and Jupiter, interrupt the typical transition from the second-tier deities to the chief Babylonian deities, and the names of the second-tier deity Adad and the warrior god Nergal are located within what we might expect to have been a list of five independent goddesses (these irregularities are indicated by the bold font in Table 1 ). 7 When a consort is listed immediately after (usually her) husband in a table, her name is indented by three spaces in the following line. This indicates that her position within the list of gods is dependent upon her relationship with him. When the goddess is not listed immediately after her husband, her name is not indented, even when her position as the first independent goddess still reflects the rank afforded her because of her consort. For example, Mullissu is the first independent goddess in SAA 2 6:16-20 and 25-30 because she is Aššur's consort (see Table2) . 8 Two parallel lines (//) are used here and elsewhere to indicate that a divine name and an epithet are acting together with the force of a single full name, and the dashes treat the connected words like an individual word (e.g., d iš-tar be-let MURUB 4 u ME 3 = Ištar//Lady-ofBattle).
Armed with Barré's model, even if we had been informed which names would be included in ll. 414-465, we could not have predicted this particular arrangement of divine names. Not only does this list not fit Barré's modela model whose regularity can be found within other textual genres such as royal inscriptions, blessings in personal and royal correspondence, and some cultic texts-it does not, to my knowledge, match any other known list of gods. To be sure, this list does not even match the other lists of divine names within SAA 2 6 itself. Compare, for instance, the names in the traditional curse list (ll. 414-465) with those in the divine witness list (ll. 16-20) and the adjuration list (ll. 25-30) , which appear near the beginning of the treaty (see Table 2 ): 
Gula the Sebittu. The divine witness list and the adjuration list are two identical lists that adhere closely to Barré's observed model. 10 In these two lists, the warrior gods and independent goddesses follow the chief deities and other high gods. The list of gods in the set of traditional curses differs from these and other lists primarily because of the peculiar placement of the divine names Adad, Ninurta, and Nergal, as well as the surprising inclusion of the two celestial bodies Jupiter and Venus. 11 Aided by Barré's observed model for lists of gods in Neo-Assyrian treaties, along with a study on the nature of the curses associated with each deity in SAA 2 6:414-465, we can explain the arrangement's irregularities that defied Wiseman's expectations more than half a century ago. Though this list of gods is unique, we can elucidate on a large scale the unusual arrangement of gods in ll. 414-465 by comparing it to the lists of gods contained in other Neo-Assyrian documents and the ceremonial curses that appear later in the text.
B. What We Might Have Expected of SAA 2 6:414-465
In order to explain why the arrangement of the divine names in SAA 2 6:414-465 defied Wiseman's expectations, we must first consider what his expectations were, or at least what ours would have been. 12 These expecta-10 Barré's observed model is derived, in part, from the list of gods in the eighth-century treaty between Aššur-nērārī V and Mati'-ilu of Arpad (SAA 2 2 vi 6-26). The list of divine names in vi 6-26 is by far the longest list of divine names in the Neo-Assyrian treaty tradition, with no less than 37 Assyrian gods: Aššur, Anu (and) Antu, Enlil (and) Mullissu, Ea (and) Damkina, Sîn (and) Ningal,Šamaš (and) Aya, Adad (and)Šala, Marduk (and) Zarpānītu, Nabû (and) Tašmētu, Ninurta (and) Gula, Uraš (and) Bēlet-ekalli, Zababa (and) Bau, Nergal (and) Las . , Madānu (and) Ningirsu,Humhummu (and) Išum, Erra (and) Nusku, Ištar//Lady-ofNineveh, Ištar//Lady-of-Arbela, Adad-of-Kurbail, Hadad-of-Aleppo, Palil, (and) the heroic Sebittu. This list is followed by a broken list of at least nine non- (ll. 16-20) , but these two lists are marked as distinct because each begins with "in the presence of" (ina IGI, ll. 13 and 16). 12 Noting that the list of gods in SAA 2 6's set of traditional curses is not random, Michael P. Streck offers four potential criteria for explaining the relationship from one god to the next: the (traditional) divine hierarchy (Götterhierarchie), a common pairing of two deities (Götterpaare), a parent/child relationship between two deities (Eltern-Kind-Verhältnis der Götter), and a relationship based on the function of their associated curses (ähnliche Aspekte oder Funktionen der Götter; Michael P. Streck, "Die Flüche im Sukzessionsvertrag Asarhaddons," ZAR 4 [1998] : 183). These four criteria are descriptive and somewhat helpful, but they are overly general and do not account for the real differences between this list of gods and those in other treaties. Rather than consider the list of gods in ll. 414-465 two (or three) at a time, we must examine the list of gods found within the set of traditional tions are probably based upon an ancient Mesopotamian set of traditional curses, which is already attested in the epilogue of the eighteenth-century Laws ofHammurapi (LH xlix 18-li 83) and continued into the ninth century, as evidenced byŠamšī-Adad V's treaty with Marduk-zākir-šumi of Babylon (SAA 2 1:16 0 -r. 16). 13 Despite the time and space between these two inscriptions, the list of gods found in LH xlix 18-li 83 includes the three first-tier deities and one of their consorts and all three second-tier deities, all of whom are followed by Zababa, Ištar, and Nergal. Probably due to the popularity of the Laws ofHammurapi in the scribal tradition, this precise list of gods survived, appearing several hundred years later in the traditional curse section of SAA 2 1. Allowing for restored lacunae in SAA 2 1, the only difference between these two lists of divine names is the fact that the Babylonian chief deities Marduk and Nabû begin the list in SAA 2 1 (see Table 3 ). Presumably, the divine names Ištar and Nergal were included in this treaty, but the extant text is so broken that the divine names Sîn, Adad, and Zababa had to be restored based on the curse material. Nothing after a small portion of Zababa's curse has survived. Another Neo-Assyrian treaty also contains traces of this millennium-long set of traditional curses, the seventh-century treaty of Ashurbanipal with Babylonian Allies (SAA 2 9 r. 5 0 -25 0 ). Unlike those found in SAA 2 1, the curses and the associated gods have been rearranged in SAA 2 9, demonstrating that the tradition was or became somewhat malleable. 14 For instance, whereas Ea completes the grouping of first-tier deities in the LH epilogue and in SAA 2 1, he interrupts the second-tier deities in SAA 2 9, appearing between Sîn and Adad. 15 Moreover, the curse that is associated with Ea in SAA 2 9 r. 14 is actually the curse that is associated withŠamaš in LH l 36-40 (see below), but Ea is associated with a very different curse in SAA 2 1 r. 7-8. The inclusion of other deities in SAA 2 9 that are not found in LH curses on as large a scale, or long a sequence, as possible in order to reduce the availability of ad hoc explanations and focus more reliably on specific motives behind the particular arrangement in SAA 2 6:414-465. Admittedly, Streck considers the six-member sequence Anu/Sîn/Šamaš/Ninurta/Venus/Jupiter a single unit because the associated curses are related or similar (ähnliche), but such a claim is incorrect as will be discussed below. 13 Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford: Clarendon, 1972;  repr., Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1992), 120 n. 6. Weinfeld cited "R. Borger, Orientalia 34 (1965) , 168-169, especially ll. 27-31" in his footnote. 14 While the list of gods in SAA 2 9 r. 5 0 -25 0 is unique, we can see that it is a mix of the traditional curses pattern and Barré's observed list of gods. Because this was a treaty between two brothers, Ashurbanipal in Assyria andŠamaš-šumu-ukīn in Babylonia, the Babylonian chief deities Marduk and Nabû have been placed immediately after the Assyrian chief deity Aššur. The second-tier deities are next, followed by the warrior gods and three independent goddesses (compare with SAA 2 6:16-20 and 25-30, see Table 2 ). As the consorts of the Babylonian chief deities, Zarpānītu and Nanaya are the first and second independent goddesses. 15 I have observed a diminishing role for the first-tier deities in lists of gods in Neo-Assyrian royal inscriptions during the empire's final century. Whereas Anu, Enlil, and Ea all appeared or SAA 2 1 is also apparent, such as the appearance of the newcomer deity Ištar-of-Arbela. Like the seventh-century treaty SAA 2 9, the slightly earlier seventh-century treaty SAA 2 6 borrows but also deviates from the millennium-long curse tradition common to LH and SAA 2 1 (see Table 3 ). At first glance, the list of gods in SAA 2 6 seems exceedingly different from the other three, but upon further consideration and comparison with Barré's observed listof-gods model, these differences are minimal. in royal inscriptions during the reigns of Sargon, Sennacherib, and Esarhaddon, only Ea appeared in lists of gods in Ashurbanipal's royal inscriptions (Allen, "Splintered Divine, " 423) . Given this tendency, the absence of Anu and Enlil in the traditional curses of SAA 2 6, a text that dates near the end of Esarhaddon's reign, is not unexpected and fits well with their absence in SAA 2 9. Ea is probably included in SAA 2 9 r. 5 0 -25 0 because he was Marduk's father, and the fact that he interrupts the second-tier deities may be linked to the curse associated with him in this set of traditional curses.
Allowing for the arrangement of the deities and their associated curses in these other texts, three possible sets of expectations present themselves for SAA 2 6:414-465 (see Table 4 ). Common to all three sets, we expect Adad to follow Sîn andŠamaš, which is where the divine name Ninurta actually appears. We also expectŠamaš and his associated traditional curse to precede Sîn and his traditional curse. 16 Thus, in all three sets of expectations, Adad completes the second-tier deities as a group, and Ninurta appears later in the list (Table 4) . 
The fact thatŠamaš precedes Sîn in LH's traditional curses is not problematic because the sequential relationship between these two deities is fluid throughout the second-and firstmillennia lists of gods. This change in order even occurs within LH itself. In the prologue, a discussion ofHammurapi's support for Sîn's cult in Ur immediately precedes the discussion of his support ofŠamaš's cults in Sippar and Larsa (LH ii 13-36). Sîn often precedesŠamaš in Neo-Assyrian documents, which makes sense given that the former is the father of the latter in many mythological traditions and is associated with a larger mystical number (see n. 4).
There was also a first-millennium Assyrian tradition of placing Nabû before his father Marduk (see Barbara N. In set 1, the warrior gods Ninurta and Nergal have been placed near the end of the list, immediately after the four independent goddesses and before the Sebittu. In contrast, in set 2, the warrior gods have been placed before the independent goddesses and immediately after the Babylonian chief deities. In set 3, these warrior gods and their consorts appear between the Babylonian chief deities and the independent goddesses.
The rationale behind these three sets of expectations reflects different lists of gods found in contemporary Neo-Assyrian inscriptions. In set 1, the warrior gods have been paired with their consorts, an arrangement resembling those found in blessings that serve as greetings in letters to the king (Table 5) . In both SAA 10 286:3-7, written by Nabû-nādin-šumi to the king, and SAA 10 197:7-14, written by Adad-šumu-us . ur to the king, Ninurta is paired with his consort Gula, and Nergal is with his consort Las . , allowing for Parpola's proposed restoration. Naturally, this comparison raises a question concerning Las . 's absence in SAA 2 6, but apart from the possibility that Las . simply never made her way into the set of traditional curses, no explanation is apparent. 17 In set 2, the warrior gods' placement resembles what we find in SAA 2 9, the treaty between Ashurbanipal and his brotherŠamaš-šumu-ukīn in Babylon (see Table 3 ). Set 3 is based on SAA 2 2 vi 6-26 (see n. 10), and it locates the two warrior gods and their consorts between the Babylonian chief deities and their consorts and the five independent goddesses. Because set 2 is based upon a list of gods from another treaty and each of those gods is individually associated with a curse, we may be inclined to favor it over set 1, which is based on lists from another genre of inscriptions and lacks individual traditional curses, and set 3, which is from a treaty but also lacks individual traditional curses. Ultimately, however, each set of expectations is equally worthy of consideration because they aid our understanding of how SAA 2 6:414-465 is unique, not because they show us how this text should actually have been arranged.
Having established where Adad, Ninurta, and Nergal could be in our ideal arrangements, we are now ready to make sense of the arrangement for the remaining thirteen gods in SAA 2 6:414-465. Most names can be easily explained in light of arrangements found in other Assyrian lists of gods, such as the location of the Babylonian chief deities and their consorts, the high gods, and the warrior gods and independent goddesses. Similarly, if we momentarily ignore the three problematic names Adad, Ninurta, and Nergal, the five independent goddesses and the Sebittu expectantly finish off the list of divine names. 18 Thus, we can argue with confidence that only the placement of Adad, Ninurta, Nergal, and the inclusion of the two planets Venus and Jupiter in SAA 2 6:414-465 should have defied Wiseman's or anyone's expectations. Having explored the divine hierarchy, we can now consider the anomalous portions of this list of gods.
17 The goddess Las . appears alongside Nergal in the eighth-century treaty between Aššur-nērārī V and Mati'-ilu of Arpad (SAA 2 2 vi 12; see n. 10) in the lengthy list of gods (ll. 6-26) that follows a list of curses. Likewise, she appears alongside Nergal as a divine witness in the eighth-century Aramaic treaty between Barga'yah of KTK and the same Mati'-ilu (Sefire i A 9 = KAI 222 A 9). In neither inscription, however, is an individual curse associated with the goddess. 18 Another very unusual aspect regarding the lists of gods in SAA 2 6:414-465 is the fact that a non-geographically-located Ištar (i.e., Ištar//Lady-of-Battle) is found within the same list of gods as geographically-located Ištar goddesses (i.e., Mullissu-of-Nineveh and Ištar-ofArbela). This is the only seventh-century Neo-Assyrian inscription with a list of gods that includes both a non-geographically-located Ištar and a geographically-located Ištar (Allen, "Splintered Divine, (423) (424) (425) (426) (427) (428) (429) (430) (431) (432) (433) (434) .
C. (Re)Arranging the Curses in SAA 2 6 and Deuteronomy 28
Of these arrangement irregularities, previous scholarship has primarily focused on the order of the deities whose associated curses are also found in Deuteronomy 28: Sîn,Šamaš, Ninurta, and Venus. 19 As far as interest in SAA 2 6's traditional curses go, however, these four gods represent three different problems: the order of the Sîn/Šamaš sequence, Ninurta where we expect Adad, and the presence of Venus. Let us first consider the order of the Sîn/Šamaš sequence. When we consider the traditional curses and their associated gods in SAA 2 6:419-424, we see that this is the only set of traditional curses in a treaty in which Sîn and his associated curses precedeŠamaš and his associated curses (see Table 3 ). As mentioned above (see n. 16), despite the general variability of whether Sîn orŠamaš is listed first when these two gods appear side-byside in Mesopotamian inscriptions, the Sîn/Šamaš sequence in ll. 419-424 remains anomalous among our extant witnesses to the set of traditional curses. 20 The scribe likely switched the order for thematic reasons. The leprosy curse associated with Sîn fits better alongside the several disease curses associated with Anu, namely, exhaustion, malaria, sleeplessness, worries, and ill health (418A-C), whereas the darkness curses associated withŠamaš do not relate to Anu's disease curses at all. Because both Sîn andŠamaš are second-tier deities and their order was readily switched around in lists of gods by scribes since at least the Old Babylonian period, this change would have been a relatively minor one. Though minor, it is instrumental for setting up the arrangement for the subsequent list of gods.
Next, when we compare the list of gods in SAA 2 6:414-465 with our three possible sets of expectations (see Table 4 ), the second irregularity that we encounter is the placement of Ninurta along with his associated carrion curse. The placement of Ninurta and his carrion curse does not correspond with what we expect, but the location is all the more curious because it and the 19 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 116-122; Riekele Borger, "Zu den Asarhaddon-Verträgen aus Nimrud, " ZA 20 (1960): 173-196, esp. 191-192 to suggest a literary relationship between SAA 2 6 and Deuteronomy 28. However, deciding whether Deuteronomy 28 borrowed directly from a copy of SAA 2 6, both texts borrowed from a third text (e.g., a non-extant treaty or a formal collection of traditional curses), or this Sîn/Šamaš sequence developed independently is more difficult.
curses associated with Sîn,Šamaš, and Venus are found in yet another arrangement in Deuteronomy 28:26-33. The notable difference between SAA 2 6 and Deuteronomy 28 is the location of the carrion curse within each collection. In Deuteronomy 28, the carrion curse (v. 26) is the first of the common curses; however, in SAA 2 6, it is the third curse (Table 6 ). In SAA 2 6, these traditional curses begin with leprosy, continue with darkness, follow with a carrion curse, and end with oppression in the forms of raped loved ones and lost houses. In Deuteronomy 28, the carrion curse is first, and the rest follow in order.
For Weinfeld, the fact that the curses in Deuteronomy 28 in and SAA 2 6 do not match exactly was not problematic because, as he noted, Ninurta along with his associated carrion curse (ll. 425-427) "has no fixed position in the VTE [SAA 2 6] either." 22 In a footnote, he suggested that the curse in v. 26 may have originally followed the one in v. 29 so that vv. 26 and 30-33 had been paired for thematic reasons:
It is possible that Deut. 28:26 is not in its original place and that, like the malediction in the Assyrian treaty, it originally occurred after the curse of darkness in v. 29. Since enemy pillage usually follows in the wake of military defeat, it is plausible to assume that vv. 30ff., which deal with pillage and capture by the enemy, originally followed immediately after the curse of defeat in v. 26. 23 Theoretically, if Deuteronomy 28 borrowed these common curses from a copy of SAA 2 6, Ninurta along with his associated curse could have been the third, first, or last god. Regardless, Weinfeld based this lack of a fixed position for Ninurta and his associated carrion curse in the SAA 6 tradition on the variant copy ND 4329. In this inscription, Ninurta and his associated carrion curse follow Jupiter and his curse, and both of them probably follow Venus and her curse. 24 By comparing ND 4329 with the other extant SAA 2 6 21 copies, including the recently discovered T1801 from Tell Tayinat, 25 we learn that Ninurta and his associated curse have been relocated to the end of this sequence (Table 7) . In its own way, ND 4329's list of gods makes more sense than does the standard list because it groups four celestial bodies together (i.e., the moon-god Sîn, the sun-godŠamaš, Venus, and Jupiter), but as we shall see, the standard list likely reflects the intended order. Ignoring for a moment the gods in this list, ND 4329's sequence makes little sense as an arrangement of traditional curses. Because the curse associated with Jupiter denies the transgressor entrance into Marduk's Esagil-temple, we expect this curse to precede a curse associated with Marduk, which is exactly what happens in the standard list. In the ND 4329 variant, we instead find Ninurta and his associated curse as the follow up. ND 4329's sequence also interferes with the war-themed curses associated with Ninurta and Venus in the standard list.
As a carrion curse, we cannot help but notice that this is a battle-themed curse that fits well with the curses associated with Venus about raped women and the houses lost after a battle. 27 In the standard list, the scribe positioned the warrior god Ninurta after the second-tierŠamaš in this list of gods in order to replace another warrior god, Zababa, whose post-second-tier position had once been secure in the set of traditional curses from the eighteenth 4451F, but the inscriptions are broken in these places. 27 Another version of the carrion curse, which is associated with Palil in SAA 2 6:519, is found among the ceremonial curses and mentions vultures (zībū). This curse follows another battle curse associated with Aššur in l. 518, in which Aššur is asked to strike down the transgressor. The carrion curse's relationship with battle is further reinforced in one of Esarhaddon's royal inscriptions. In RINAP 4, Esar. 1 v 5-9, Esarhaddon brags that Aššur delivered his enemies into his hands, and he left their defeated corpses to be eaten by vultures (zībū) as he carried off the booty.
century (LH l 81-91) to the ninth century (SAA 2 1 r. 16; see Table 3 ). Although the scribe chose Ninurta to replace Zababa as the warrior god with a war-themed curse in SAA 2 6:425-426, he did not simply alter the name and leave the original curse. He also altered the curse from one that had been about defeating the enemy in battle (LH l 81-91) to one concerning the consequences of post-battle defeat, a curse that is more closely related to the curse associated with Venus in ll. 428-430. This brings us to the third irregularity, the intrusion of Venus (and then Jupiter) where we might expect Ištar. If we interpret Ninurta's inclusion as a replacement for Zababa as a warrior god rather than for Adad as the secondtier god, then we may similarly interpret the celestial goddess Venus as a substitution for the goddess Ištar, even if modern scholars tend to identify Venus with Ištar. 28 As ND 4329 hints, this particular Ištar goddess could have been chosen because of her celestial connections with Sîn andŠamaš. Moreover, this substitution also allows for the inclusion of Jupiter into the larger list of gods. In the standard list, Jupiter's position between Venus and Marduk makes perfect sense: the Venus/Jupiter sequence reflects a celestial relationship, and the Jupiter/Marduk sequence reflects Jupiter's relationship with (or as some may argue as) the deity Marduk. 29 This portion of the standard list (i.e., from Sîn to Jupiter and then Marduk) also resembles the list of gods found in Adad-šumu-us . ur's letter to the king (SAA 10 197), only Adad and Nusku are missing in SAA 2 6 (see Table 5 ).
Having found no "plausible explanation" for the "order of the curses in Deuteronomy," Weinfeld concluded that the arrangement was determined by the gods associated with those curses and that the gods' arrangement was based upon a traditional Assyrian hierarchy, a theory that has since been embraced by others. 30 However, as already discussed, the list of gods in SAA 2 28 Streck identifies Venus with Ištar in his attempt to make sense of the gods' arrangement in ll. 414-465. Specifically, he refers to Venus as the daughter of Sîn (Streck, Flüche, 182) . In contrast, I maintain that Venus and Ištar//Lady-of-Battle were considered separate and distinct goddesses in SAA 2 6 in much the same way Ištar-of-Arbela is a separate and distinct goddess because the scribe has treated them as distinct and separate goddesses. 29 For a fuller discussion on the nature of the relationship between Jupiter as a physical manifestation of a deity and the god Marduk, see Despite this long tradition of linking gods with curses and keeping them in a specific order, we cannot rely on this alone as an explanation for either the list of gods or the curses associated with them in SAA 2 6:415-430. Weinfeld reinforced the connections between deities and particular curses by citing Babylonian kudurru inscriptions that further associate Sîn with skin ailments andŠamaš with justice, 32 but these particular curses could be and were associated with multiple deities. First, consider the fact thatŠamaš and Ea are both associated with the same curse, one that involves uprooting the transgressor and making his ghost thirst for water (see Table 8 ). Another example involves clothing the transgressor in leprosy. SAA 12 93 records Mannu-dēiq's donation of his son Nabû-maqtu-šatbi to Ninurta, and one of its curses threatens anyone who would take Nabû-maqtu-šatbi away from Ninurta. In r. 4-5, it is the goddess Ištar-of-Arbela who would clothe the transgressor in leprosy, whereas in SAA 2 6:419-420, Sîn is the god who would give the transgressor leprosy. 33 A third and final example, one which requires fewer restored lacunae, is actually the carrion curse associated with Ninurta in SAA 2 6:425-426, which was a curse associated with Ištar in LH li 9-11. curses is focused on the Assyrian transmission of the lists (Koch, Vertrag, 230 and 234; Streck, "Flüche, " 186) . Rather than appeal to an Assyrian hierarchy directly, as Weinfeld, Steymans, Streck, and Koch do, Tigay simply notes that the curse arrangement in Deuteronomy 28:26-33 "seems to correspond to traditional groupings of the gods in Mesopotamian texts" (Tigay, Deuteronomy, 497, emphasis mine). As noted above at length, I do not dispute the idea that the Assyrian or Mesopotamian hierarchy influenced this list of gods in the set of traditional curses, but this hierarchy should only be used as a first step in making sense of the order. 31 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 120 n. 6; Steymans, "Eine assyrische Vorlage," 128, 131, and 139. 32 Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 120f. 33 Weinfeld cites several other links between Sîn and leprosy and skin inflammations (Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 120f.). As in the LH's epilogue, SAA 2 1, and SAA 2 6, the curse associated with Adad in SAA 12 93 involves famine. The curse associated with Ninurta in SAA 12 93 involves defeat by a merciless weapon (b.e. 15-16), which has little to do with his carrion curse in SAA 2 6:425-427. Ištar and a version of her associated curse from LH li 8-11 likely also belonged to the now broken portion of the ninth-century intermediary text SAA 2 1. Regardless of the intermediate steps between LH and SAA 2 6, however, these similar-but-not-quite-identical curses are associated with two different deities. The fact that a war-themed curse was associated with two different warrior deities makes sense, as does the fact that both Sîn and Ištar were associated with leprosy in SAA 12 93 r. 4-5 and SAA 2 6:419-420. 34 While there might have been a tendency for Mesopotamian scribes to associate particular deities with particular curses, these few examples, which are derived from an admittedly limited pool of possible texts, suggest that any known tradition could be readily ignored when scribes had other plans in mind. Thus, we must overlook Weinfeld's suggestion that the location of particular traditional curses heavily influenced the placement of their associated gods in SAA 2 6:414-465. The sequence Sîn/Šamaš/Ninurta/Venus that we know from SAA 2 6:419-430 does not at first glance resemble the sequenceŠamaš/Sîn/Zababa/Ištar that we know from LH xlix 18-li 83 and SAA 2 1:16 0 -r. 16 or the sequenceŠamaš/Sîn/Adad/Venus that we might propose in light of other NeoAssyrian lists of gods, but we can account for the differences. TheŠamaš/Sîn to Sîn/Šamaš sequence difference is a simple son/father reversal that resultantly links Anu with Sîn because of their disease-themed associated curses. The Ninurta/Venus sequence represents the substitution of a warrior god/Ištar pairing, in which Zababa was replaced by a more popular warrior god, and Ištar was placed by another Ištar goddess. This latter substitution also prepared a natural transition from the second-tier deities to the Babylonian chief deities with the addition of Jupiter. Finally, we can reject Weinfeld's theory that Ninurta had no real home in his conjectural Sîn/Šamaš/Venus sequence because there was never such a sequence without either Ninurta or Zababa between the father-son pair and either Venus or Ištar. This suggests that the carrion curse in Deuteronomy 28:26 was intentionally repositioned by the biblical author.
D. The Remainder of the (Re)Arrangement in SAA 2 6
After accounting for the rearrangement of the curses common to SAA 2 6 and Deuteronomy 28, a few questions concerning the lists of gods and curses remain. These questions focus on Adad and Nergal: Why does Adad precede Ištar//Lady-of-Battle rather than followŠamaš, and why does Nergal interrupt the series of independent goddesses? First, the Adad/Ištar sequence is not an uncommon sequence, occurring in various Assyrian royal inscriptions and as the transition from tablet III to tablet IV in the lexical godlist An = Anum. 35 The sequence in SAA 2 6:440-454, however, was probably based on themes found in other curses within SAA 2 6 itself rather than these earlier texts. Specifically, the impetus for the Adad/Ištar sequence can be found within the ceremonial curses, those curses in ll. 513-663 whose efficacy lie with "all the gods invoked in this tablet " (DINGIR.MEŠ ma-la ina t . up-pi a-d[e] -e an-[ni-e MU-šu 2 -nu zak-ru], l. 526). 36 The ceremonial curses involving cannibalism and bow smashing (ll. 568-575) especially illuminate the curses associated with Adad and Ištar in ll. 440-454.
In SAA 2 6:440-442, Adad is introduced as the god responsible for stopping the seasonal flooding, depriving the fields of grain, and bringing a great flood upon the land. This agrees with what we have come to expect from the ancient Mesopotamian set of traditional curses associated with Adad (e.g., LH l 64-80 and probably SAA 2 1 r. 13-15). After these curses, a litany of curses relating to Adad's famine appears, but Adad is only implicitly the root cause of these disasters (SAA 2 6:443-452). These additional curses include a plague of locusts, children grinding their parents' bones, a lack of dough for baking, the need for cannibalism to survive, human carrion eaten by animals, and ghosts who cannot receive libations. All of these disasters fit perfectly well as the immediate and lingering effects of the flood and drought that Adad had brought, but the curses that discuss human flesh as a food source are of particular interest:
449 ina bu-ri-ku-nu UZU.MEŠ DUMU.MEŠ-ku-nu ak-la ina bu-b[u-ti] The threatened famine would be so severe that the living must eat those who died to survive, but even this source of food is limited because they must compete with the dogs and pigs for the bodies. When we consider the ceremonial curses, we find that two follow this same human-animal pairing: 568 Whereas the first of the two traditional curses associated with Adad involves people eating other peoples' flesh (UZU.MEŠ), in the first of these two curses it is blood that is consumed by people (MUD 2 .MEŠ). In the second in each pair of curses, human flesh is consumed (UZU.MEŠ akālu) by animals, but the traditional curse's dogs and pigs have been replaced by worms in the ceremonial curse.
Although a curse about cannibalism that is followed by a curse about animals eating human flesh makes for an interesting match between the traditional and ceremonial sets of curses, the fact that both pairs are followed by another common curse is quite significant.
In the traditional curses associated with Adad, there is one final Adadcurse concerning ghosts who cannot receive libations as a result of the famine, 37 but as a collection these Adad-associated curses are followed by a curse associated with Ištar//Lady-of-Battle in which the goddess smashes the transgressor's bow:
May Ištar//Lady-of-Battle smash your bow in a great w [ar] . May your arms be bound, and may she place you under your enemy (ll. 453-454).
The only other curse in SAA 2 6 that mentions a smashed bow (GIŠ.BAŇ sabāru) is located immediately after the pair of curses about the consumed blood and worms in the ceremonial curses: third about smashing the transgressor's bow. Thus, I suggest that the best explanation for the unexpected Adad/Ištar sequence in the set of traditional curses (ll. 440-454) can be found within SAA 2 6 itself. This set of ceremonial curses is similar enough that it can be understood to have provided a pattern that was mimicked by relocating Adad away from his second-tier cohorts Sîn andŠamaš and pairing him with Ištar. 38 Finally, we can now consider the intrusion of the divine name Nergal between Ištar//Lady-of-Battle and the final three independent goddesses. Actually, both Adad and Nergal interrupt what would have been a series of five independent goddesses in their expected position within the larger list of gods (see Table 2 ): Bēlet-ilī/Ištar//Lady-of-Battle/Mullissu-of-Nineveh/ Ištar-of-Arbela/Gula. 39 Adad's addition into this sequence has already been explained in light of thematic curses, so our attention turns to the fact that Nergal has been placed between Ištar//Lady-of-Battle and this trio of independent goddesses. (We can discount the male deities who follow the Sebittu because they are not Assyrian deities, but foreign ones, and so they comprise a different list of deities. 40 ) Significantly, Nergal is the final Assyrian male deity encountered within the traditional curses. Moreover, Nergal is the final male deity in the set of traditional curses in the LH's epilogue , and should a full copy of SAA 2 1 be discovered, he would presumably be the final male deity in that collection of traditional curses (see Table 3 ). Whereas the scribe responsible for SAA 2 9 included a series of warrior gods in the set of traditional curses (r 5 0 -25 0 ), the scribe responsible for SAA 2 6:414-465 decided against such a series. 41 The scribe had already paired Adad with Ištar and moved Ninurta betweenŠamaš and Venus, so he made Nergal the final male deity in the list of gods and placed him immediately after Ištar. Though we would not necessarily have expected that Nergal would be where he is in SAA 2 6, his current position is reminiscent of his position in the epilogue to the LH's traditional curses and the ancient Mesopotamian set of traditional curses that survived to the end of the Neo-Assyrian period. 42 The scribe responsible for SAA 2 6 had the freedom to place a god and his associated curse anywhere within the set of traditional curses and could include or exclude deities as he saw fit, but Nergal's present location suggests that the scribe was actually making his arrangement with a nod to the ancient tradition.
E. Conclusion
The arrangement of gods named within the traditional curses in SAA 2 6:414-465 is unique when considered as a list of gods, but the rationale behind this list can readily be surmised. Comparing this list of gods and their associated curses with those traditional curses contained in other Neo-Assyrian treaties, the epilogue to the Laws ofHammurapi, and even Deuteronomy 28:26-33, several specific explanations for SAA 2 6's rearrangement become evident to the modern reader. Some of these divine name rearrangements can be attributed to an intratextual interest in key themes and words, such as the consumed-human-flesh curses followed by the smash-your-bow curses, which is common to the ceremonial curses in ll. 568-574 and the Adad/Ištar sequence in the traditional curse section (ll. 440-454) . Some of the rearrangements can be attributed to maintaining a traditional hierarchy, while others can be attributed to divine pairings, based on either the gods' relationships or the curses associated with them. To compensate for relocating Adad with Ištar and away from his traditional secondtier partners Sîn andŠamaš, Ninurta was moved up and paired with a curse previously associated with Ištar. The relocation also served as a substitution of the warrior god Ninurta for Zababa that allowed Venus to serve as a substitution for Ištar, which further linked this sequence with the Babylonian chief deities through the addition of Jupiter. The curses associated with the deities in this new Anu/Sîn/Šamaš/Ninurta/Venus sequence also created a sequence of curses that begins with a pair of illness curses (i.e., those associated with Anu and Sîn), and it ends with a pair of battle curses (i.e., those associated with Ninurta and Venus) that blend seamlessly into a pair of planets (i.e., Venus/Jupiter). Unsurprisingly,Šamaš was placed in the middle of these because of his filial relationship with Sîn.
Overall, arrangement of traditional curses and divine names is built around an interplay of divine pairings and thematic curse pairings. The divine name sequences Anu/Sîn, Ninurta/Venus, and Adad/Ištar are based on thematic curses, whereas the sequences Sîn/Šamaš, Venus/Jupiter, and Jupiter/Marduk are based on divine relationships. Likewise, Nergal's position may have been based on established divine pairings such as Ištar/Nergal and Nergal/independent goddess. Together these shorter sequences combine to produce the unique subsequence Anu/Sîn/Šamaš/Ninurta/Venus/ Jupiter/Marduk and the equally unique subsequence Adad/Ištar/Nergal/ Mullissu-of-Nineveh/Ištar-of-Arbela/Gula within the larger list of divine names in SAA 2 6:414-4650. As we encounter each pair of divine names in this set of traditional curses, a relationship can explain each individual pairing; however, when we look at how this arrangement differs from the ancient Mesopotamian set of traditional curses we can account for longer sequences than mere pairs and, thereby, reduce the seemingly ad hoc nature of our explanations. While no one could have predicted the arrangement of list of gods encountered in SAA 2 6:414-465, and although the nature of the list defied Wiseman, there is no longer anything about this list of gods that defies our explanation.
Finally, armed with a fuller understanding of the motives behind this particular list of gods' arrangement and the innovations that the Assyrian scribe added to the set of traditional curses by rearranging the gods and curses, we can reconsider anew the relationship between SAA 2 6 and Deuteronomy 28. Rather than simply note that the curses in ll. 419-430 and vv. 26-33 correspond in theme and then claim that the author of Deuteronomy borrowed from SAA 2 6, we can use the methodology executed above to determine what motives and innovations could have driven the biblical author to arrange his curses in the manner he did. As such, three possibilities present themselves. The biblical author responsible for Deuteronomy 28 might have borrowed directly from SAA 2 6, as many scholars content. He might have
